BLACK GLASS FACETED BALL BUTTONS  
by Joy Journeay

I have a limited budget and really appreciate affordable buttons. I hope to sponsor button competitions featuring trays of buttons that can be bought for less than $5 each, and often for only a dollar.

Last year I enjoyed looking through poke boxes for faceted black glass ball buttons, to see if I could put together a tray of buttons all with different facet patterns. A competition at WRBA 2013 will feature these buttons, so start searching through your collection and put together a tray!

Not only could I find 42 different patterns but I have found more than 60, and those resulted from the search at one NBS button show. I am documenting the facet designs on these buttons, so let me know if you find others. I hope you will help me find more!

I believe that the search for buttons is rewarding, regardless of their cost, and assembled button trays are inspiring. Variety can be found in the humblest of our buttons.

Black glass buttons do not scan particularly well, so this article will be illustrated with drawings of the patterns I have found to date.

CONSTRUCTION

It is apparent that some buttons facets are molded, others are ground, and both techniques can appear together on the same button.

GROUND FACETS: Ground facets on buttons are characterized by distinct features. They are often slightly irregular and have crisp, sharp edges between facets. They can often have small nicks on the edges where facets meet from the grinding wheel, and many parallel minute striations across the facet surface, where the grinding medium left marks that were not polished away. The facet edges can be softened, depending upon the amount of polishing applied to finish each button.

MOLDED FACETS: Molded edges are more rounded, thus giving the button a softer appearance. They have uniform facet shapes and sizes, as opposed to the hand ground button facets that often show noticeable variation.

TWO PIECE: Many of the molded buttons appear to be molded in two halves. This is because ball shaped buttons were made in early two-piece molds, leaving a rough seam around their middle, or “waist,” where the mold halves closed. The two buttons at right illustrate the tell-tale ridges of this construction method.

The maker could grind and polish the seam smooth or add a design such as faceting to cover the blemish (illustrated in “A” and “B” below). This ground area is polished on some buttons (“A”), and on others it is not and retains a dull surface created from the abrasion of the grinding process (“B”).

Hand polishing can result in a facet being rubbed unevenly until it is not flat near some of its edges. In documenting the facet patterns on these buttons, allowances are made for the slight variations of hand work.
C. This faceted black glass button's loop and plate shank differs from typical construction. The plate and loop have been pushed far into the hot molten black glass, until the glass has come over the sides of the plate. The top of the button features a molded floral pattern. After the glass cooled, the top of the button was ground smooth, called a “shaved top,” and the facets were ground onto the button surfaces. This button is a good example of one that combines molded surfaces with hand-ground surfaces. (Design #49 in the article.)

SHANK TYPES

Loop and plate shanks are the most prevalent on these buttons. Also appearing are the self shank, four hole box shank (with and without grooves), staple/antiquarian, pushed in, bridge, swirl back, and three un-named shank types. Buttons described in this article have loop and plate shanks, unless otherwise noted.

Button “D” has a typical bridge shank: a groove with a metal bar suspended across it. (Design #8.)

Button “E” has a one-piece brass curved plate and shank configuration that is embedded into the hot glass to form a tunnel for the needle. Also note that the button is constructed of two halves, mis-aligned so a larger ridge shows on one side. (Design #54.)

Button “F” (design #40) is also a one-piece brass configuration forming the shank and a cone-shaped plate pushed deep into the hot glass. The scan shows a portion of the button that has chipped away to reveal that the brass piece continues deeper into the button.

Button “G” has the large, deep groove like those found in the bridge groove shanks. However, this shank type has a plate at the bottom of the large groove, with a loop shank.

SQUARE OR FOUR-SIDED CENTRAL FACET

1. Central square facet; eight sided button. Ground facets.
2. Central square with molded facets stepping down on all four sides. Bottom has no facets. Self shank.
3. Center square hand ground into four facets. The top half of the button is octagonal; the bottom has no facets.
4. Center square ground into four facets. This button is similar to #22, except that #22 has been molded or ground along the transecting facets to form a cross.
5. Four faceted center squares form a pointed top. Only the button top is faceted. Swirlback.
6. Eight sided ball button with ground facets of nearly equal area over the button.
7. Four central square facets form a pointed top. This eight sided button is found with five different side facet patterns: (a) the bottom row of facets end in a straight line around the buttons waist. (b) the bottom rows is alternating triangle facets that create a straight line at the button waist. (c) Four facet rows around the central square. All are relatively uniform in size. (d) The facets on the button sides reach nearly from button top to bottom. Three facet rows. (e) There are only three rows of facets other than the central four facets.
8. Center square ground into four facets. The edge of the crisscross facets continue equally creating surrounding facets of nearly equal areas. Bridge shank.

9. Center circle faceted into 12 facets with a central four-facet square. Outside of the circle, the button shoulder is faceted. Bottom half has no facets. Found in two sizes; both NBS small.

10. Very precisely hand ground button with the central four triangle facets forming a square.

11. Beautiful hand ground facets form a central square with rectangle facets reaching from each side, forming a cross. Shank is a loop and plate set inside a deep groove (see text).

12. Central square facet with ground triangle facets on each side, creating another square. Top is eight sided.

13. Central ground square facet, eight sided button.

14. Square facets surrounding the entire button. Beautifully faceted, perfectly formed button.

15. Square facets surrounding the entire button. Bottom half is smooth with no facets. Self shank.

16. Central square cut into four facets, each touching a five-sided facet. Four central facets create a nearly-square pattern, but the straight sides bend towards the center.
   (a) Both halves are decorated with molded facets.
   (b) Hand ground.
   (c) Top half has molded facets. Self shank.

17. Central square cut into four facets, each touching a five-sided facet. Large ground facets on the button sides form a button with an octagonal linear shape.


19. Center four-sided facet, two sides being equal but not parallel. If you look at the drawing of the facets, you can see that the drawing could be cut in half in one direction to result in mirror images, but you could not cut the image in half the other way and have two mirror images. Only the top half is faceted, with the waist of the button ground and not polished, resulting in a dull encircling surface.

20. Four large modified square facets meet at the button top center, but the very top is buffed to create a small central cross. Entire button is faceted. Polished.

21. Center four square facets meet with the button top buffed along the entire facet edges to create a central cross reaching nearly to the edges of the four squares. Ground facets.
22. FIVE central facets form a small pentagon: a shape having five equiangular and equilateral sides. Buttons can be found constructed of both one- and two-piece molds. Facets on some two-halved buttons are molded on top with ground side facets. Other buttons have all facets hand ground.

23. FIVE facets form a large central pentagon. Note that the facet edges which meet at the center top of the button do not go to the points of the pentagon as in #23, but to the sides. Hand ground, one piece.

24. Five central facets form a FIVE-pointed star. The facets are molded on the top half of the ball and the bottom half of the ball is smooth.

25. SIX facets form a central hexagon. The button sides are ground at the midline, making the button shape a circle. All my examples are molded.

26. Twelve facets surround a central SIX-facet hexagon. The facets then proceed down the sides of the buttons in bands. The button’s linear shape is a dodecagon (twelve-sided).

27. SIX central facets meet at the button top to form a triple shape. The button sides are faceted around three half-circle flat facets. Two-halves. Molded top facets. Four-way box shank.

28. The SIX central facets form a star with shallow points. Two-halves construction. Molded facets. Loop and plate shank is embedded in a deep groove tunnel.

30. Central SIX facets form a pointed star, surrounded by another six facets leading to the large six facets on the sides of the button. Ground facets.

31. The central SIX facets form a pointed star. The faceting around the entire ball is nearly uniform in size. Ground facets.

32. The central hexagon is not faceted and is surrounded by six narrow triangles alternating with six wide triangles alternating with six narrow triangles, forming a star shape extending over the top of the button and half way down the button sides.

33. The central SEVEN facets form a slightly pointed star, but the faceting edges continue out on the button to form an outer seven-pointed star.

34. The top central SEVEN facets form a pointed star, and the button’s linear shape is a heptagon. Hand ground facets.

This button can be found with four different facet patterns transitioning up the sides:
(a) The bottom row of facets end in a straight line transitioning around the waist of the button.
(b) The bottom row of facets end in a slightly rounded top to each facet.
(c) The bottom row of facets end in points.
(d) The bottom row of facets are wider than they are tall, and are curved on top and bottom.
34. The central **SEVEN** facets form a star, just like #34, but the faceted button top leads down to round button waist. Ground facets on top half only.

35. **SEVEN** central facets form a heptagon, with parallel facets working down the entire sides of the button. Ground facets.

36. **EIGHT** central facets forming a hexagon surrounded by one row of parallel facets leading to longer facets reaching down the sides of the button to the waist. Smooth round bottom. Top only is hand ground facets.

37. **EIGHT** central facets form a smaller hexagon than #36, surrounded by four rows of parallel facets to the button waist. Bottom half is smooth. Shank is a loop and plate set at the bottom of a tunnel through the black glass.

38. Central facets form an **EIGHT** point star. Five side variations are found, with the following surrounding the central star:
   (a) Three facet rows. The bottom row is composed of pentagon facets. Loop and plate shank embedded in a deep thread groove.
   (b) Four facet rows, the bottom reaching to the button edge. (c) Three facet rows. Bottom row is elongated facets. (d) Four facet rows, the bottom two are interlocked triangles. (e) Four rows. Four-way box shank with thread grooves.

39. **EIGHT** central facets form an eight-pointed star. Three facet rows are on the button sides. Slightly rounded octagonal button linear shape. Staple antiquarian shank.

40. The central pointed star, formed from **EIGHT** facets, is then surrounded by eight shallow triangle facets and two rows of straight-sided facets on the sides. The top star is molded, but the side facets are ground. A picture of this unusual shank is shown earlier in this article.

41. **EIGHT** facets form a central pointed star, surrounded by three rows of facets on top half only, all molded. The button waist is ground and left dull from the abrasion.

42. **EIGHT** facets form a central octagon. Ground around the button waist. Molded top and bottom facets.

43. Octagon surrounded by **EIGHT** pointed facets forming a pointed star surrounded by three facet rows.

44. **TEN** central facets form a pointed star. Faceting on the top half only. Four facet variations can be found around the central star:
   (a) Almost straight button sides with no faceting complement the three rows of facets that surround the central star. Molded top. Ground sides. Four-way box shank set deeply into the button. Deep needle grooves.
   (b) Four rows of facets surround the star. Two halves. No faceting on the bottom half. Ground around the button waist.
   (c) Two halves. Molded facets on top half. Smooth bottom half. Ground around the button. Four-way box shank with needle grooves.
   (d) Five rows of facets surround the star. Ground facets.
45. The central top decagon is slightly concave and surrounded by ten hand faceted triangles. Smooth button bottom. Self shank.

46. Central octagon is ground flat. Connecting network of facets cover button. Sides are hand ground.

47. Top octagon is surrounded by eight facets forming a star over the entire top.

48. Clear paste in the center top of a twelve-pointed star. Top facets are molded. Side facets are ground. Four way box shank.

49. Button top features a molded eight petal floral design. Facets cover the entire button and are ground. Shank is a loop and plate set deeply into the button, and is described in detail earlier in this article.

50. Central faceted floral design is molded over a textured domed top, and surrounded by ground facets on top half of button only. Shank is a loop and plate shank set into a deep needle groove.

51. Twelve facets form a star surrounded by three facet rows.

52. Center acid etched dome surrounded by a row of facets above the waist. Molded top half. Smooth bottom half. Ground around joint at the button waist. Loop and plate shank set into deep needle groove.

53. Shiny black glass ball with four touching facets ground at the top. Swirl back shank.

54. Five separate shiny facets on button top. Dull button surface except facets. Unique shank described earlier.

55. Top half of button faceted in a curved band separated by parallel grooves from concave half circles on each side. Two halves. Self shank.

56. Six connecting facets on the top half of the button, three on each side. Self shank.

57. Small network of hexagon facets across the top half of the button. Very shiny button.

58. Network of triangle facets across the top half of the button. Smooth button bottom.

59. Eight scalloped facets near the button waist and a central circle facet on the top. Ground smooth at the button waist. Self shank.

60. Center circle facet. Nine tiny triangle facets radiate from the circle. Nine large facets form a star. Nine larger facets form a larger star. Molded top facets with button ground around the waist. Self shank.

61. Eight facets surround center top octagon facet. Shiny finish.

Multiple buttons were not drawn and numbered for this article. Their facets were irregular enough that a specific pattern could not be determined for the button.